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FIND THE HIDDEN MONEY
BUY IT ONCE, BUILD IT
ONCE AND SHIP IT ONCE
An in-depth guide to help you identify
small adjustments that can save you
tens of thousands of dollars
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‘Small adjustments
can save thousands
of dollars on each
project. When you
apply these savings
to every project, it
quickly becomes tens
of thousands flowing
directly to your
bottom line.'
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IT'S TIME
TO SAVE
In most structural steel fabrication shops, material planning, purchasing
and handling activities consume over half of each project’s budget.
Small adjustments can save thousands of dollars on each project. When
you apply these savings to every project, it quickly becomes tens of
thousands flowing directly to your bottom line.
SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL
The figures in the chart below are based on a
hypothetical project, in which 40 percent of the budget
goes toward material costs. In plate and miscellaneous
iron fabrication, this percentage could be lower. In
structural steel fabrication, the percentage could be
higher.

But where do you make the adjustments? You can’t buy
less material than the job requires. And it’s unlikely you’ll
open the shop door one morning to discover that elves
have eliminated your need for labor.
The opportunity to make small adjustments that reduce
or eliminate duplication is there every day, in your
purchasing and material handling activities.

Savings from Small Adjustments to Material Costs*
Annual Sales

Material costs
(40% of sales)

Annual Savings
(1% reduction in material
costs)

Annual Savings
(2% reduction in
material costs)

$10 million

$4 million

$40,000

$80,000

$20 million

$8 million

$80,000

$160,000

$50 million

$20 million

$200,000

$400,000

*Note that the calculations in this chart do not include savings from potential labor adjustments. If all lost labor from double
material handling, searching for parts that aren’t cut, or replacing a part that wasn’t cut correctly could be captured in your shop,
what would the additional savings be?
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THINGS NEVER RUN EXACTLY
TO PLAN
When you bid for the job, did you bid material for some of the
columns twice because you knew you would cut a few of them
too short? Did you plan to purchase two new W12x30s when
there were three rusting out in the yard? Was it in the plan
to buy an extra sheet of 1/2” x 60” plate because CNC files
weren’t updated on the server in a timely way after drawing
revisions were received? Was there a line item for building and
shipping Assembly 1002A twice because the erector couldn’t
find it on the job site?
Clearly not. Yet, this unnecessary duplication of material use
and labor occurs in steel fabrication shops every day, eroding
the bottom line.
Note: Training and implementation specialists from AVEVA
sometimes work with companies that show “rework” or “back
charges” as line items in their estimating recap. While this may
reflect the reality of the situation or their relationship with a
particular customer, these line items represent costs that can
be reduced with dramatic bottom line results.

‘...this unnecessary
duplication of material
use and labor occurs in
steel fabrication shops
every day, eroding the
bottom line.'
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IDENTIFY DUPLICATION
The charts that follow identify common scenarios that can
result in increased material and labor costs. Which ones occur
in your shop? To assess frequency and cost of the scenarios
that do occur in your shop, complete the charts as shown in
the example. What bottom line improvement would you realise
if you could eliminate this duplication?
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BUY ONCE
Your company’s ability to control costs and make timely jobsite deliveries starts in the purchasing department. It relies on integrated
nesting, stock and purchasing data. Nesting first into rems and available stock, then placing remaining nested buy lists directly onto
purchase orders prevents overbuying. With integration, the effect of drawing revisions on nested solutions and purchase orders
can also be managed in a timely way to prevent outdated buying and cutting. Use the chart below to identify activities where small
changes in your shop could produce significant savings in purchasing and stock management activities.

Potential Duplication

Description/Example

$

Xa
Month

Monthly $
($ x Frequency)

Example
Inventory not updated quickly with
available remnants.

Purchased a 40’ W10x19
because a 15’ rem was not
added to stock in timely way.

$380

2X

$760

Bought new material that was available in
the yard.
Nested the same part twice (e.g., entered
in BOM twice; didn’t track nesting results
accurately).
Part size width or length entered
incorrectly when transferring part
information to a non-integrated nesting
tool
Nested into material that had been cut
earlier in the day because inventory was
not updated.
Didn’t notice that all parts weren’t nested
until the last minute and had to issue
additional PO with expedited delivery.
Transferred buy list onto PO incorrectly.
Inventory not updated quickly with
available remnants.
Unneeded material purchased when
revisions resulted in material length
changes that were not immediately
identified.
Replacement material and labor when the
shop fabricated to an outdated drawing.

MONTHLY TOTAL
(MONTHLY TOTAL *12) ANNUAL TOTAL
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BUILD ONCE
You need to fabricate to the right drawing at the right time to ensure that all parts are cut and ready for fit-up, inspection and shipping
as scheduled. This means you need to use an integrated system, that transfers this cutting, fit-up and inspection information back
to the material management system. This means that you cut duplicated effort close to zero. The chart below will help you identify
production activities where adjustments can reduce duplication and add up to significant material and labor savings.

Potential Duplication

Description/Example

$

Xa
Month

Monthly $
($ x Frequency)

Example
Parts too short because current drawing
revision was not on the shop floor.

Purchased 3 replacement
W8x21s.

$504

1X

$504

Parts too short because you were not
notified that there were length changes
when revised drawings imported. Cut list
on the floor was not current.
Incorrect parts cut when CNC files were
not updated after drawing revisions
received.
All needed parts not available for fit up as
scheduled.
Fabrication delayed because fit up area
didn’t know all parts were ready.
Assembly fabricated to wrong dimensions
when wrong drawing revision was used.

MONTHLY TOTAL
(MONTHLY TOTAL *12) ANNUAL TOTAL

‘You need to fabricate to
the right drawing at the
right time to ensure that
all parts are cut and ready
for fit-up, inspection and
shipping as scheduled.'
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SHIP ONCE
Timely, accurate deliveries to the job site build credibility with your customer. Use an integrated system to deliver the right material
at the right time on budget – and with the shipping paperwork to document and track your deliveries – and your customer will be
happy. Not only will your bottom line improve, but your reputation for quality and reliability will help you win new contracts. Use the
chart below to identify shipping activities where improvements could build your credibility and profits.

Potential Duplication

Description/Example

$

Xa
Month

Monthly $
($ x Frequency)

Example
Assembly built to outdated drawing
was shipped to the job site, rebuilt and
reshipped.

A 1,414 lb. assembly with 12
piece marks, selling at 106 per
sq. ft.

$611

1X

$611

Erector claims an assembly was not
received. Your shipping paperwork does
not back up your claim that it was. You
spend 30 minutes on the phone, and an
hour trying to track the assembly down,
then end up rebuilding and shipping it.
Assembly built to outdated drawing
revision was shipped to the job site,
returned to shop, then rebuilt and
reshipped.
You discover an extra assembly on site at
the end of the job. An assembly was built
twice and shipped to the job site twice.
Shipping paperwork was not consistent
with load delivered to job site. You spend
30 minutes on the phone going over
each item with the erector. You update the
paperwork and send a copy to the jobsite
and to the customer.
Shipping loads were not updated to reflect
erection schedule changes. Assemblies
were late arriving. You were charged for
downtime at the job site.
Shipping paper work inadequate. You
have to visit the job site to prove the
assembly arrived.

MONTHLY TOTAL
(MONTHLY TOTAL *12) ANNUAL TOTAL
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RIGHT FIRST TIME
WITH AVEVA FABTROL
With AVEVA FabTrol’s integrated steel fabrication
management software, costly rework is prevented
automatically. The software keeps your supply chain
coordinated - the right hand always knows what the left
hand is doing - and from material planning through to
shipping, the system protects you against costly material
and labor duplication.
For example, you’ll never buy material twice because the
nesting engine didn’t know the material was already in stock
or because a part was already nested. AVEVA FabTrol’s
sophisticated linear and plate nesting engines keep track of all
nested parts, and can pull from available stock on hand before
nesting into purchasable material. The software also prevents
overbuying by generating optimal nesting solutions with
minimal waste, then placing buy lists from the nested solutions
directly onto purchase orders.
The result: you get the maximum percentage of usable steel
from your purchase with complete confidence that you won’t
buy more material than you need or buy the same material
twice. When drawing revisions come in, all material changes
– and how the changes affect the materials’ status on nesting
solutions, purchase orders and cut lists – are identified
automatically for you. This time-critical information allows
you to take corrective action quickly, preventing delivery of
unnecessary material or processing of outdated parts.
The purchasing information in this paper describes only a few
of the ways AVEVA FabTrol can improve your bottom line by
ensuring that you only buy, build and ship once.

About AVEVA
AVEVA is a global leader in engineering and industrial software driving digital transformation across the entire
asset and operational life cycle of capital-intensive industries.
The company’s engineering, planning and operations, asset performance, and monitoring and control
solutions deliver proven results to over 16,000 customers across the globe. Its customers are supported by
the largest industrial software ecosystem, including 4,200 partners and 5,700 certified developers. AVEVA is
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inadvertent errors. All product names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective holders. Copyright © 2017 AVEVA Solutions
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